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General Principles for Viewing Wildlife
Hauled-Out Seals

Seals hauled out on land, rock or ice can be sensitive to boats and human presence. Noises, smells
and sights may elicit a reaction. Be aware of behaviors that indicate a seal has been disturbed. Such
behaviors include, but are not limited to:
An increase in alertness or vigilance, including head turning;
Change in posture from lying to erect;
Hurriedly moving away from the approaching vessel;
Open mouth threat displays (similar to yawning);
Aggressive displays or bluff charges in your direction.

Recommended approach distances:
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feet) away, if possible.

Entanglement and Strandings

In essence, any seal response other than a raised head should be avoided.

General Guidelines for Viewing Hauled-Out Seals

possible, so assistance may be sought from others.

one side where they can see you.

left alone and not touched.
volume.
many individuals, you should retreat slowly and carefully.
potentially bite) you if approached too closely.

Helpful Hints!

tussock walks, carrying a walking stick or equivalent.

Watching Seabirds

Vessel & Zodiac operations near birds:
Sometimes spectacular concentrations of seabirds may be
diving, or simply resting and bathing. Many of these birds may
for their young.
course to avoid collision.

marine animals and birds.

Recommended Field Guides

Whales, Dolphins and Other Marine Mammals of the World
Birds of Chile, Antarctica and Southern Argentina
A Complete Guide to Antarctic Wildlife
National Audubon Guide to Marine Mammals of the World
Seabirds: A Photographic Guide

sites or colonies.
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is normally not necessary to assist.
occur.
Viewing birds ashore:
If parent birds are blocked from returning to their nests, increased predation of eggs and chicks by
skuas and gulls may occur. In addition, parent birds will waste precious energy by avoiding human
obstacles on their way to their nests.

hidden by foliage.
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